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              About Us

              
                Seeks to impart Technical Education of high caliber to meet the growing needs of Engineers and Entrepreneurs in business and industry. The PET Engineering College is sponsored by Popular Educational Trust, a registered Charitable Trust.
              


              
                

                A well-developed institution offering a variety of programmes in Technical Education

              


              
                

                An ISO 9001-2015 Certified Institution, started functioning from 28th September 1998 in its permanent Campus with spacious and attractive new buildings

              


              
                

                 Approved by the AICTE, New Delhi, recognized by the Government of Tamil Nadu and affiliated to the Anna University.

              


            


             
             News and Upcoming Events
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Apr 04
	  Talento 2K24
   MBA
	
Apr 03
	  The Science of Environmental Sustainability
   Dr. Adish Kumar S
   CE and IIC
	
Apr 03
	  Power Seminar - Business Canvas
   Mr. Balakumaran P

	
Apr 01
	  Essentials of Web and App Development
   Mrs. Dharsshine M
   MCA
	
Mar 27
	  Prototype Process Design and Development
   Er. Velayutham E
   ECE and IIC
	
Mar 27
	  Teampro Campus Interview
   PAT
	
Mar 26
	  Problem Solution Fit and Product Market Fit for Innovators
   Dr. Gnanasekaran G
   EEE, IIC and MBA
	
Mar 26
	  Industrial Design Concept
   Mr. Kumaresan S
   MECH
	
Mar 21
	  Renault & Nissan Campus Drive
   PAT
	
Mar 14
	  My Story - Motivational Talk By Alumni
   Er. Shajul Hameed Shakeem S
   CE and IIC
	
Mar 13
	  Semicondutor Chips in India
   Ms. Joyselin Susila J
   ECE
	
Mar 13
	  Growth of Semiconductor Industry in India
   Mrs. Sharmila Desingh
   CSE and EEE
	
Mar 11
	  Mock Interview
   Er. Paulanna E, Er. Muthukumar M, Er. Mohamed Usman
   CE
	
Mar 11
	  How to Become a Software Tester
   Mr. Haridev S
   AIDS and CSE
	
Feb 28
	  NOAH's Ark Placement Drive
   PAT
	
Feb 23
	  JSE Engineering Pvt. Lt. Placement Drive
   PAT
	
Feb 22
	  Tree Plantation
   NSS
	
Feb 22
	  Poster Presentation Competition
   ECE
	
Feb 15
	  Centizen Placement Drive
   PAT
	
Jan 30
	  Carnival 2024

	
Dec 12
	  XXI Graduation Day

	
Nov 30
	  Entrepreneurship Skill, Attitude and Behavior Development
   Dr. Gnanaprakasam Chinnappan
   MBA
	
Nov 28
	  General Ethics and Road Safety
   S&H
	
Nov 21
	  Power of Success
   Mr. Raghunath T
   S&H and PAT
	
Nov 15
	  Techie Talk - e-Vehicle and AI
   S&H
	
Nov 15
	  IETE Student Forum (ISF) - ECE STUAS 2023
   ECE
	
Nov 15
	  Basics of Software Engineering - SDLC
   Mr. Gogul Raj S
   CSE
	
Nov 09
	  Soft Skills
   Mr. Ganesh Kumar K
   MCA
	
Oct 31
	  Workshop on Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
   Mr. Philip Bedit
   EEE
	
Oct 30
	  Assembling & Diassembling of Two and Four Wheeler
   Mr. Kishore R
   MECH
	
Oct 27
	  Generative AI and Its Use Case
   Dr. Annrose J
   MCA
	
Oct 27
	  Suzlon Placement Drive
   PAT
	
Oct 27
	  Emerging Technologies and Career Opportunities
   Mr. Murari Raja Tamilmani
   CSE
	
Oct 26
	  IPR
   Dr. Sivagama Sundari M S
   MECH
	
Oct 25
	  Workshop on Azure Cloud Fundamentals & AI Fundamentals
   Mr. Mohamed Azarudeen Z
   MCA
	
Oct 13
	  Kabaddi & Throw Ball Tournament
   PED
	
Oct 12
	  Inauguration of the FACEAT & P-PETEC Students Chapter
   Er. T. Rajesh Tamilrasan, Er. K. Essakiyappan, Er. S. Vijiyapandi
   CE
	
Oct 09
	  Chip Level Testing and Debugging for Smart Phone Devices
   Mr. Sajith I (Alumni Batch 2015-19)
   ECE
	
Aug 11
	  Skill Development Program
   Ms. Priya M
   ECE

	
	

	


 

           


         

       

    
      
        
          
            Facts

            Why we are top in South Tamil Nadu

          

          

            
              70
              Rank Holders

            


            
              6,722
              Graduates

            


            
              6,063
              Placements

            


            
              1,500
              Happy Students

            


          


        

      

      

      
        
          UG Departments

           
 

          
        

        
          
            
              
Artificial Intellingence and Data Science
              To teach the underlying concept of AI, Machine Learning and Data Science and how they can be used to solve real-world problems

            

          


          
            
            	
Civil
              Trains the students in such a way to meet the demands of the job market in the construction industries

            

          

          
            
              
Computer Science
             
              Transform the back trodden student community into globally competent, innovative and socially responsible computer professionals

            

          

          
            
            
Electrical and Electronics
               Provides the students the industrial environment much needed for real life training

            

        

        
            

            
              
 Electronics and Communications
              Provides a classic technical education to the students and makes the students blossom into meritorious and self disciplined engineers

            

        

            
            
              
 Mechanical
              To produce highly competent Mechanical Engineers and enable them for employment and higher studies

            

        

        
            
              
 First Year 
              To stepup the basics of the student to become an engineer

            

        

    
          

		  

		  
		  
		  
		
          PG Departments

           


          
        

		
          
            
              
Communication Systems
              To produce high quality, competent and socially responsible electronics and communication engineers

            

          

          
            
              
 Computer Science
                To meet the requirements of the emerging Software industry / discipline after the consultation with various stakeholders

            

          

          
            
               
 Business Administration
              Students get immense opportunities to learn from industry experts leading to strong industry-student interactions

            

          

          
          
            
              
 Computer Applications
              Enable students to be aware of their inner potential and cultivate creativity and initiative as well as innovative thinking among students

            

          

      
        


      

    
    
      
        
          
            Messages
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                Mr. Shahul Hameed

                Managing Trustee
              
            

          


          
            
              
              [image: ]

              Mr. Khaja Mohideen S

              Secretary
            
            

          


          
            
            	              [image: ]

              Mr. Jamaludeen S M

              Treasurer
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              Dr. Madhan Kumar K

              Principal
            
              
          

        


      

      
      




  
    
      Our Students Placed in 
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       View More Placement Details...       
    

  

  











            TESTMONIALS
 

          

    
        

            
             
                
                    [image: ]My experience with PET has been fantastic! I wanted to build my career in Mechanical Engineering. Placement Department is one of the most versatile departments in the college. It not only attains at bringing most of the reputed companies for placements but also is competent at organizing various inter-college as well as intra-college events. The placement department also assists students in improving their basic aptitude and communication skill, while they are in their mid-years of engineering so that students won’t face any problems during their placements in the final year.
Mohideen Meera Shahib S [ MECH 2016-2020  ]



[image: ]PET Engineering College provided us a great platform for learning and enriching our knowledge. Our faculty put in immense effort to guide us in theoretical, practical, aptitude and technical skills which helps us in our placement drives.
Gnanaseelan M [ MBA 2018-2020  ]



[image: ]It was a great journey at PETEC. 4 years gave me a lot of exposure and opportunities to discover my career goals and hidden talents. I feel proud to be a part of this esteemed institution.
Nelson M [ CE 2017-2021  ]



[image: ]I'm delighted to talk about PET Engineering College Its an immense and memorable experience in the Campus. I have got wonderful opportunities to enhance my skills and talents.
The faculties were very supportive on academics and cocurricular activities, moreover i would say they made me feel at home

Arunavally S [ MCA 2009-2012 University Rank Holder ]
Asst. Manager IT CSB Bank Ltd.


[image: ]A college has very important place in nurturing a good and efficient citizen. I am proud to be a part of a pet engineering college which laid the foundation stone of what I am today, as well as what I will become in future. I would like to thank my faculty who always inspired me to perform in one way or other in spite of many road blocks
Nasika Banu P [ CSE 2014-2018  ]
ZOI Fintech Services Pvt. Ltd.


[image: ]PET ENGINEERING COLLEGE, It's a life where I have learnt the meaning of True happiness. I would like to thank everyone who gave me enough knowledge. It is not only related to education I was able to learn the life tips which is beyond education. The Knowledge House is the perfect name for it. I got so many memories to cherish. Every faculty has motivated me in forming the beautiful carrier. Finally, I would like to express my heartfelt wishes to all the staff members in the college who are responsible for many great personalities and carriers.
Nishanth [ CSE 2014-2018  ]



[image: ]I can positively say PETEC has made me a better person. It helped me to develop a positive attitude towards studies and discover more about myself. Teachers are very caring and interested in students’ welfare.
Subash M [ CE 2014-2018  ]



[image: ]PET Engineering College, unsure yet excited about a big leap into the real world. I was entering college, the part of my life that would shape and define who I am as a person and what more than PETEC could I have asked for to build that personality in me. Confidence, perseverance, leadership and the ability to compete and beat the best are a few traits this esteemed institution has taught me. But above all I would be ever grateful for the ethics and value system it has inculcated in me that govern my practices. The person I am today be it my professional or personal self is thanks to PETEC.
Balasubramanian I [ CE 2012-2016 University Rank Holder ]
Project Engineer, Bharat Electronics Limited, Bangalore 


[image: ]College in which you study. I would be one of the lucky people to have chosen PET Engineering College for pursuing my Bachelor’s of Electronics and Communication Engineering. I am extremely happy that I was part of PET College and now as an Alumni.
                           It is always said the institution in itself are not great, greater are  the faculty and support staff who runs and nurtures the student who join with so much faith and belief. I would like to thank each and every  faculty members who have been a guiding factor in my journey through the course of these 4 years.
                           I would also like to thank the Management for encouraging me for career development and opportunities given for shaping my career.  I would like to thank PET Engineering College for all help, guidance and belief given to me during this four years with the institution.

Jeypreethi S J [ ECE 2016-2020  ]
Assistant System Engineer Trainee, TCS


[image: ]I am glad to share a positive journey of BE at PET.  I am thankful to all the faculty members as well as the Placement Department which is also doing a great job by arranging excellent placement opportunities. It not just provides us with various platform to showcase your abilities and skill but also helps you to learn communication skill that are highly required for you to face the corporate environment. I am lucky and proud to have been a part of this institute not only because I am placed but also because of the things I have learned which will help me in my future career.
Anna Merin G [ MECH 2016-2020  ]



[image: ]Throughout my four years, I have been encouraged by the teachers to participate in extra-curricular activities and widen my horizons beyond the academic curriculum. All the teachers have always been extremely supportive. Various workshops and sessions held, improved my technical as well as interpersonal skills.The placement cell has excellent policies and has exceptionally helped me build an industry-ready profile, by arranging seminars periodically and holding aptitude- development lectures every week for three years.
Raize Mohammed Haja Hussain [ MECH 2016-2020  ]



[image: ]My two years at PET Engineering College have been excellent and a memory to cherish for a lifetime. I am thankful to all the teachers who supported us and corrected us throughout our bachelors. The events that I took part helped me to grow my confidence level.
I would like to thank the placement cell specially for guiding me and providing me with a good career platform.
Melvin Solomon P [ MCA 2016-2019  ]
Software Developer, ZOI Fintech Services Private Limited


[image: ]Being in this college has helped me built my basement and skills strong. Learning everything practically and delivering it was the best part. The standard of teaching and helping me throughout my engineering has been amazing. That’s the reason why I was able to be successful. Studying at PETEC thought me knowledge is nothing until you apply it in your life. Thanks to PETEC
Amudhan P [ EEE 2017-2021  ]



[image: ]I was pleasantly surprised by the beautiful campus and the quality of facilities. The best thing about being a student here is the number of additional opportunities that are available. The College organizes various industrial visits, guest lectures, conferences, student club activities, competitions, workshops for its students. It has excellent teaching faculty, well equipped labs, classrooms, library and sports room etc. Professors here are experts in their respective fields and are very friendly. They provide the students with excellent technical knowledge. Peaceful atmosphere and pleasant climate fills the campus with positive energy, making it the best place to study.
Nandakumar N T [ MECH 2017-2021  ]



[image: ]It was a great learning experience at PET Engineering College. Here teachers used to always share some real-life experiences in the class which helped me a lot to understand the topic in a practical way.
Abdul Hameed J [ MBA 2019-2021  ]



[image: ]PETEC is my second home. I have built great relationships with my classmates, teachers, and staff. Being at PETEC has been an amazing experience for me that has helped me grow personally and professionally.
Navin Kumar K [ CSE 2008-2012  ]
HCL


[image: ]Studied at PET Engineering College brought an added value to my life. It gave me an opportunity to meet different kind of people and learn a number of things. It was a wonderful experience at PETEC.
Dharani M [ MCA 2016-2019  ]
Software Designer, ZOI Fintech Services Private Limited


[image: ]It was an amazing experience at PETEC which turned me from student to professional. I want to thank the MCA program for motivating and pushing me towards technologies. The three years spent here were splendid and helped me to grow better professionally and personally. I have much respect and gratitude for this remarkable program. I owe a lot to PET Engineering College. Thank you everyone. 
Ashok  [ MCA 2008-2011  ]
Senior Software Engineer, Cognizant Technology Solutions


[image: ]From PETEC, I learned a good exposure like skills, the ability to work in high pressure situation, disciplined, analytical skills, communication and confidential skills, best teachers guidance , skills and experience help me both in my career and in like in general.
Aruna Devi S [ CE 2012-2016  ]



[image: ]PETEC being a premier engineering college has competent and capable teachers helping in nurturing their students to become successful professionals. College provided trainings and external certifications, which helped me to land in a prestigious career. Well equipped labs helped to bridge the gap between academics and industry. Regularly conducted seminars succored me to plan my career. Last but not the least, the placement cell helped me to get in-person interviews. Thanks to PETEC.




Bijil V J  [ EEE 2009-2013  ]
Consultant, Principal Technical Product Manager, Airline, Transportation and Travel Domain


[image: ]The College provided me really good placement opportunities combined with many internship programs, seminars by expertise and other placement programs. Our College provides with facilities like free Wi-Fi, library, labs with all modern equipment and good teachers, who use the latest technology to teach the students in digital classrooms. The college also has hostel facilities along with a canteen. Faculty members in the college are very helpful. They always try to motivate the students and give practical knowledge.
Jeba Nishanth A [ MECH 2017-2021  ]



[image: ]Following the vision of always trying to explore my potential, start my carrier as site engineer. After having spent a while there, I start my own construction company at my home town envision to be a established builder. Just keep encouraging so that we can make our Alma Mater proud of our achievements.
Maajith A [ CE 2014-2018  ]



[image: ]My journey for 4 years has been absolutely amazing and the college faculty and administration have supported me and my endeavors throughout. Faculty members are very supportive and take great initiative to inculcate knowledge and skills in Students. The College regularly organizes workshops and competitions to help students learn new skills. I have learnt not just to become a good engineer but a good person. The support I received from the college allowed me to explore various fields and then choose one that I liked.
Anto Pratheesh B [ MECH 2015-2019  ]



[image: ]PET ENGINEERING COLLEGE memories are unforgettable. This college provides so many life lessons, memorable moments and studied things. These are useful to positively move on me to the next step even if hard times.
Washim Mahathir M A  [ CE 2016-2020  ]



[image: ]It was my immense luck and fortune to be the part of PET Engineering college, where I have grown. With the help of faculty and department I have gained skills that helped me to shape my career very well. My four years at PET was a wonderful experience of learning with prolific exposure to outside. Huge respect, love and devotion for entire faculty members and department. It's their efforts that make me to count myself into better professionals. I am thankful to all the passionate teachers who were kind and well prepared for sharing their wisdom and experience with us. The cooperative and liberal faculty members urge the students to think and come up with innovative ideas, techniques on their own. We also get the opportunity to get industry inputs through guest lectures. I’m grateful to the efforts of our placement cell to develop my interpersonal and communication skills that helped me to prepare for the interview.
Gnana Salten S [ ECE 2007-2011  ]
Senior Technology Consultant, HPE


[image: ]It is my immense pleasure to share my fruitful experience had with PET Engineering College, where I have grown. Friendly staff to approach and an awesome bunch of people around me make sour mind with full of positivity. The zeal for academic excellence and motivation given to the students is most admired. I can positively say that PET has been the one of the best parts of my life, full of learning opportunities that were filled with fun and frolic. The most I admired is the support that I received from the Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering to learn more about technically BY conducting symposium, seminars, providing, internship, training, etc. I am thankful to all the passionate teachers and all the people I met in my college life who made my life take better. 
Jithin Vijay [ ECE 2012-2016  ]
Network Engineer, ETISALAT, UAE


[image: ]PET Engineering College not only gave us an excellent platform to study and excel in our professional lives but also on the personal front. The training, grooming, motivation and inspiration given by institution enabled and helped me in pursuing excellence in education and becoming thorough professional. The mentorship provided in a variety of contexts, prepared me for the outside World.
Mohammed Yasir M B A [ CE 2012-2016  ]



[image: ]I have had a very good experience at PET Engineering College. The campus environment and class schedule are very convenient. The hands on teaching style provides good learning opportunities; and the advisors area very helpful with registering for classes.
Sundarapandi [ CSE 2008-2012  ]
Randstad India Pvt. Ltd.


[image: ]It was a great experience studying at PET Engineering College, a memory to cherish. for lifetime. My experience at PET was full of learning and grooming. I am thankful to all the faculties, mentors and entire CSE department for providing us with quality education. It's their effort that make me to count myself into better professionals.
Peter Roma M [ CSE 2008-2012  ]
Object Frontier India Pvt. Ltd.


[image: ]I am glad to provide feedback about my college. My overall experience in my college have been amazing. The faculty in each department are very supportive and highly skilled. As a student in the PET Engineering college, I have gained both the skills and confidence to thoughtfully use a variety of quantitative approaches in my work. Especially I need to thank for my department who gave me a lot of scope and hope to expose my skills to the outside of the world. I felt great pleasure to studied in my college.
Narmadha Senthurpandi [ ECE 2015-2019  ]



[image: ]Started my Technical Studies in the year of 2014 with PET College as a whole dream. While end of my college in the year 2018, found all my dreams come true. Along with technical studies I gained so much of knowledge in Leadership, Interpersonal and Behavioral Skills. Methodology of wellbeing staffs and information provided during the course period was collectively correlate in my long term goals. Thanks a lot for PETEC Team to let me a blissful journey.
Venkatesh Kumar K [ EEE 2014-2018  ]
HR, Foxconn Technology, Chennai.


[image: ]My 3 years at PET Engineering were great and a memory to cherish for a lifetime. It gave me an opportunity to meet different kinds of people and learn many things. The mentors at PET helped us enhance my academic and interpersonal skills. Huge respect, love and devotion for entire faculty members and department. It's their effort that makes me count myself into better professionals. Special Thanks to my best mentors Mohideen Pillai & Kalai Selvi.

Karthikeyan S [ MCA 2012-2015  ]
FIS Global Solution


[image: ]PETEC is a place that helped me build not only my career but an ambition that was fulfilled with the support of everyone. At the Institute, I was given an opportunity to explore my academic potential as well as identify my co-curricular interests. It gave me the freedom to choose my career, explore my talents, and gain a wider perspective of the world around me. I thank PET Engineering College, my faculties, and the management of the college for being the wind beneath our wings.
Ashok P [ CE 2013-2017  ]



[image: ]It gives me immense pleasure to say that I could be part of PETEC family. It helped me to grow both academically and as a person. The college provides us amble opportunities to project our skills, technical as well as artistic. I strongly believe that there exists determination and moral support to achieve anything in life. The former part is within ourselves and for the latter there are people who provide us with utmost help for which I would like to thank the training and placement cell, especially to our beloved placement coordinator. My life at PETEC made me stronger and took a step ahead for being an independent woman. I am so grateful to all the faculty members of CSE department for being so supportive and bringing out the best in me. All the events I took part here helped me to grow my confidence level.
Revathi Arumugam [ CSE 2011-2015  ]
Software Engineer, TCS


[image: ]The first day I visited college the one thing that stuck me most was the stunning main college building. The classrooms, toilets as well as the corridors are very neat, clean and hygienically safe too. Labs are very well-equipped with efficient staff. The cooperative and liberal faculty members urge the students to think and come up with innovative ideas, techniques on their own. We also get the opportunity to get industry inputs through guest lectures. Placements are good. Many new companies along with established ones approach the college for selection of students.
Ariharan N [ MECH 2017-2021  ]



[image: ]Studying at PET Engineering College brought great value to my life. It gave me an opportunity to meet different kind of people. I have received a great support from all faculty of my EEE department. I am thankful for training given to me and also for providing a platform to enhance my skills and for the opportunity to show case them. The faculty members of EEE department took great care to enhance technical and interpersonal skills. I am always grateful to them and our college.
Sureshkannan [ EEE 2011-2015  ]




[image: ]My four years at PETEC were great and a memory to cherish for lifetime. It was full of learning and grooming oneself. It gave me an opportunity to meet different kind of people and learned many things. I am thankful to all the faculties and mentors . Overall it was a great experience and lifetime memory at PET Engineering College.
Ahamed Imthiyas S M B [ EEE 2011-2015  ]



[image: ]It’s difficult to sum up the memories and experience of four years in few lines. I consider myself very lucky for being a part of PET. There is something motivational and special in this environment which made us study and enjoy co-curricular activities. All the professors are very helpful and they guided us all the time. Different events and sessions arranged by the college have certainly boosted my confidence to a great extent. Participating and organizing events of festivals and events gave me a different enjoyable experience. These four years have given me friends for life. It has been an unforgettable journey. I had spent my wonderful days of life in PET.
Hariharagopal N [ MECH 2015-2019  ]



[image: ]I got many opportunities to improve my skills and knowledge from this college. I have participated in many events and competitions inter and intra college functions, It helps me to improve my confidents.     Here, the discipline will automatically grow within the students while they being here.   It is helping me in my working environment also.  Even I am not from the IT dept, I am rocking in the programming field now, only because of my logical thinking ability which has been developed in my college period. Thanks to PET Engineering College.
Jeya Kannan K R [ ECE 2015-2019  ]



[image: ]Being studied in our college had made me acquire some of the important skills which we need in the cooperate world, like group interactions, taking responsibilities and motivating ourselves and others. Regular training sessions and personality and technical development programs had made me well fit to face outside world challenges. It is the hard effort and support of teaching staffs made me reach this position today as an Engineer. Sincere Thanks to all teaching and non-teaching staffs
Abid Nayeem AN [ ECE 2008-2012  ]
ELV / IT Systems Engineer, CHINA COM SERVICE CCS, Abu Dhabi


[image: ]There is no elevator to success you have to take the stairs. I am grateful for my life for bringing me to this college. My experience at PET Engineering College was great it has given me the life skills that every student would want to have like, communication skills, unlimited learning resources, and supportive mentors who will always guide you throughout the academic session. My memory at PET was full of learning and grooming.
Hithayathunisha N [ EEE 2012-2016  ]



[image: ]I feel so happy and proud to be one among the PETEC Family it has given us a hopes, a bunch of memories. The time flew like a swaying bind having us the sweet music of friends and wonderful teachers, wonder and achievements made by us and with the help of teachers was the beautiful gift I receive from the PETEC family. PETEC made us more comfortable when we enter as a fresher after schooling.  I want to thank PETEC family from bottom of my heart.
Sri Ramkumar T [ EEE 2011-2015  ]
Controls & Automation Systems Engineer


[image: ]During my four years of bachelor studies, I have gained the knowledge and skills that will help me develop my future career as an engineer. I am thankful to all the passionate teachers who were kind and well prepared for sharing their wisdom and experience with us. They always provided us with amazing opportunities and challenges that kept us on our toes and made us more capable of solving problems outside the realm of textbooks and our curriculum. All the events that I took part in helped me grow my confidence level.
Usham U [ MECH 2016-2020  ]



[image: ]It gives me great pleasure to say with pride that I have completed my post-graduate in PET Engineering College. The relationship between faculties and student is very cordial, which gave me an opportunity to excel in my area of interest. I would like to thank PET Engineering College& all the faculties and staff for making me a “Better Person”.
Esakkiyammal Devi K [ MBA 2018-2020  ]



[image: ]My experience in PET Engineering college is a initial step into finding my future career, that experience prepared me for my future career by giving me a competitive edge
Yogitha Vijayakumar [ MCA 2016-2019  ]
Junior Software Developer, Zio Fintech Service Pvt. Ltd.


[image: ]PET engineering, where I learned how to speak in front of 50-100 people. My professors are always supportive. The environment always lovely and lively. I'm grateful to all my professors.
Tony Walter James S [ MCA 2011-2014  ]
Director, ZOI Fintech Services Private Limited


[image: ]Having chosen PETEC was wise!. The deep-seated pace in the journey of my life. I gained much, expanded my horizons and made way to remain happy. Thanks a ton for all the wonderful memories and life lessons
Raja Akilan  J O [ CE 2014-2018  ]



[image: ]I definitely would recommend PET college I have built great relationships with my classmates, teachers, and staff. Being at PET has been an amazing experience for me that has helped me grow personally and professionally
Mano Mamachan [ ECE 2008-2012  ]
ELV Engineer


[image: ]Had a great experience in PETEC, both in academics as well as in campus life. I am very much thankful to whole PETEC organization for giving me such a growth in my academics, talking about the faculties, they're the best ones we had, well experienced and well trained and very friendly.
Esai Ananth T [ CE 2013-2017  ]



[image: ]I am proud to say that I am a part of Civil Department, of PETEC. PETEC has made me a better person by grooming my overall personality and providing me immense opportunities to grow and shine out of the crowd.

Mohamed Haris Sadiq P  [ CE 2014-2018  ]



[image: ]"Thanks a ton, to PETEC Management, Staff (Teaching and Non-Teaching) & dearest friends for the best four years in life" I am a proud alumnus of PETEC and belong to the second batch of ECE. We were blessed with great and friendly faculty who were always willing to guide and help us. Always love to rewind those 4 years of life which helped me grew academically and personally.
Nabeel Shrajudeen [ ECE 1999-2003  ]
Data Center Project Manager, Saudi Telecom Company, Riyadh, KSA


[image: ]The contribution of PET Engineering College has helped me in shaping my career is undeniable. Anyone can teach and impart knowledge but it’s the other aspects of one’s personality which makes them job ready. I’ll forever be thankful to PET Engineering College. 
Jeya Abzaraa A [ MBA 2019-2021  ]



[image: ]This is the best college for education and overall development of students, along with getting educated students gas an opportunity for sports,
hobby and cultural etc....
The best place to start our journey towards our career.

Sunil Velladurai D [ CSE 2013-2017  ]
Doodle Blue Innovations Pvt. Ltd.


[image: ]It was a great experience studying at PET Engineering College, a memory to cherish for lifetime. My experience at PETEC was full of learning and grooming. It gave me an opportunity to meet different kind of people from around the world and learnt many things from them. I am thankful to all the faculties, mentors and entire PETEC department for providing us with quality education. I am also grateful to TNP Cell for organizing placements in this pandemic and helping me to get placed in 3 companies on Campus including Tcs Digital. Overall it was a great experience and lifetime memory at PET Engineering College.
Ramarajan [ EEE 2011-2015  ]
IT Analyst, TCS


[image: ]PETEC gives students the opportunity to grow in a holistic manner. From an academic perspective, exposure to industry trends given by the professors given much insight about real field. The excellent faculty and infrastructure ensure a great academic environment. 
Mohamed Yousuf A [ CE 2014-2018  ]



[image: ]The place with best infrastructure and well equipped facilities, where I was imparted with real Engineering skills in the presence of experienced and supportive faculties. PETEC is the institution that not only improved my skills, but also gave me lots of memories.
Khan Mohamed A [ CE 2016-2020  ]



[image: ]I gained a lot of knowledge to build my carrier with discipline from PET Engineering College. My college has helped me to hone my technical and extra curricular skills to an extant. I am thankful to all the honorable teachers who guided me, that helped me to place in one of the best MNCs. The strong foundation laid by my teachers has made me an exemplary employee at my present company.
Sindhu M [ ECE 2012-2016  ]
Developer, Cognizant Technology Solution


[image: ]I feel privileged to study in an environment where teachers are amicable and learning seems easy. Throughout these two years, one thing I’ve surely learned is that achievement does not go empty handed. You are always appreciated for what you attain in life. PET Engineering College encourages me every day to think beyond my abilities. I am so grateful to be a part of this group.
Agnel Neethirani K [ MBA 2019-2021  ]



[image: ]Being a student of engineering is a challenge in itself. After joining I realized that it is not going to be easy and I would have to work hard. This college provides you with opportunities to work on your skill sets like participating in competitions, cultural events and also with some sports activities. The campus is very beautiful and has smart classrooms, a really good library and laboratories. Faculty is very supportive and friendly and will help you to figure things out. It is you who has to work hard and make things happen. I look forward to work on myself and grow as person over the next four years.
Vasanthkishore V [ MECH 2016-2020  ]



[image: ]It was my immense luck and fortune to be the part of PET Engineering college, where I have grown. With the help of faculty and department I have gained skills that helped me to shape my career very well. My three years at PET was a wonderful experience of learning with prolific exposure to outside. Huge respect, love and devotion for entire faculty members and department. It's their efforts that make me to count myself into better professionals. I am thankful to all the passionate Faculties, who were kind and well prepared for sharing their wisdom and experience with us. The cooperative and liberal faculty members urge the students to think and come up with innovative ideas, techniques on their own. We also get the opportunity to get industry inputs through guest lectures. I’m grateful to the efforts of our placement cell to develop my interpersonal and communication skills that helped me to prepare for the interview.
Kadar Mohaideen A [ ECE 2015-2019  ]
Facility Management, BMS
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